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these words we sing are the words of the broken
the world will hear our voices and we pray that you
remember us
our demeanors are as sacred as those we hold in our
hearts
we have left a thousand memories, we have seen a
thousand lies
these revelations may be our last endeavor,
to be heard we must break free from the night

this is who I want to be, there's nothing that can be said
that can stop me
I will not hide I will not fear all these failures
so get up, get up, get up, and see beauty in the
nightmares and your dreams
see the light fighting the dark, and make the stars
reveal their gleam

we seek to break free from the multitude
we seek to rip this veil from the sun, and show it in all
its glory
for the likes for the thrill of what's bringing me down,

you stand in the dark where you won't make a sound,
I will speak for myself when I say
this is not where I belong
save your words of wisdom they are not welcome here

I have stood by many atrocities but I will not stand for
this
you say we belong in the dark? step into the light, show
me your teeth.
I am the Destroyer and I am here to show, all that
glitters is not gold

this is who I want to be, there's nothing that can be said
that can stop me
I will not hide I will not fear all these failures
so get up, get up, get up, and see beauty in the
nightmares and your dreams
see the light fighting the dark, and make the stars
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reveal their gleam

these words we sing are the words of the broken,
the world will hear our voices.
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